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Abstract. Experiments investigating ion acceleration from laser-irradiated ultrathin foils on the GEMINI laser facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
indicate a transition to ‘Light Sail’ Radiation Pressure Acceleration when using
circularly polarized, high contrast laser pulses. This paper complements previously
published results with additional data and modelling which provide information on the
multispecies dynamics taking place during the acceleration, and provides an indication
on expected scaling of these processes at higher laser intensities.
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1. Introduction
Amongst several applications of intense laser matter interactions, laser-driven ion
acceleration has attracted very significant attention, motivated by a broad range of
possible applications [1]. Most work so far has studied ions generated by the well
established Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) mechanism, which typically
employs micron-thick targets and generate beams with unique characteristics in terms
of ultra-short (ps) duration (at the source) and extreme laminarity [1–3]. A different
acceleration mechanism, Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA), can in principle
produce ion beams with even more beneficial properties for applications, such as smaller
divergence, narrow energy spread and high conversion efficiency, particularly in the
Light-Sail (LS) regime. With ongoing progress in high power laser technology, intensities
above 1022 W/cm2 will soon be routinely available, where this mechanism is predicted
to dominate as suggested via a number of numerical studies [4–8], with other work
suggesting approaches for entering this regime at currently attainable intensities [9, 10].
The ultra-short pulse (<100fs) regime is of particular interest due to the potential
to move to high-repetition rate, an important requirement for future laser-driven
accelerators.
Interactions of high intensity, ultra-short (40fs) laser pulses with ultra-thin (10100nm carbon) foils are typically characterized by efficient acceleration of higher Z
ions from the target bulk, e.g. C6+ when employing carbon foils, in addition to
protons. Employing circular rather than linear polarization and irradiating at normal
incidence in these interactions, has, in principle, the advantage of a reduced electron
heating (by removing the oscillating component of the ponderomotive force), which
has the effect of mitigating relativistic transparency and allowing radiation pressure to
be applied to the target for longer [4]. Experimentally, this needs to be coupled to
pulse contrast enhancement, typically by using a Double Plasma Mirror (DPM), so that
the integrity of the target can be preserved up to the high intensity interaction. A
number of experiments has tested the beneficial use of circular polarization (CP) on the
acceleration of the bulk ions, by either directly irradiating ultra-thin foils [11, 12], or by
exploiting relativistic pulse-shaping in a near-critical plasma preceding the foil [13, 14].
Under optimized conditions, the energy per nucleon of these heavier ions can become
comparable to the energy of the protons. In the work reported in [12], in addition to
the polarization dependence, we observed a strong dependence of the characteristics of
the accelerated ions on the target thickness. For the thicker targets (50-100nm), the
maximum ion energies were higher for pulses with linear polarization (LP) while below
25nm, significantly higher energies for both carbon ions and protons were observed
when CP was utilised, reaching a maximum of 25 and 33 MeV/nucleon respectively for
10nm targets. With the support of Particle in Cell (PIC) simulation, these results were
highlighted in [12] as the indication of a transition to the LS-RPA regime.
Indeed, the LS-RPA process is strongly dependent on laser and target parameters
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with the ion energy per nucleon (Eion ) scaling as:
Eion ∝ (

a20 τLS 2
)
χ

(1)

where a0 is the laser’s normalized vector potential, τLS is the pulse length and χ = λmρLp nc
where ρ is the mass density, mp is the mass of the proton, L is the target thickness
and nc is the plasma critical density [15]. For a given target density, the existence
of an optimal thickness (`) for efficient LS acceleration is predicted analytically [6],
through the condition a0 = π nnec λ` where ne is the electron density and λ is the laser
20
2
wavelength.
q For the conditions in [12] i.e. I ≈ 6×10 W/cm , a0 ≈ 13, ne =350nc , where
√
a0 = 0.85
Iλ2 /(1018 W/cm2 )(µm2 ) for a CP pulse, the optimal thickness is calculated
2
to be ≈10nm.
Tight focusing of the laser beam, leading to strongly non-homogeneous irradiation
across the focal spot can limit the efficiency of the laser-target coupling by causing
excessive electron heating radially from the focal spot as the laser is no longer normal
to the deformed target. Multi-dimensional simulations have also shown the effects of a
strong RPA drive producing Rayleigh-Taylor Instabilities (RTI) [16] and subsequent
target break up [17]. Deviations from ideal conditions, as determined by these
detrimental effects, can have a significant effect on the maximum ion energies produced
by RPA, for example through an early onset of target transparency which terminates the
RPA phase. Nevertheless, entering into the relativistically induced transparency regime
(RIT) can also lead, under appropriate conditions, to direct laser heating of electrons
and enhanced acceleration of protons [18, 19].
This paper presents further experimental results obtained in the campaign reported
in [12] detailing species-resolved ion energy spectra as well as the ion beam profiles
generated from the various regimes accessed with the different target and laser
parameters. This is compared to multi-dimensional PIC simulations which provide
further insight into the dynamics of the interaction as well as the dependence on target
thickness and laser polarization. Extending these numerical simulations matching the
experimental results, we extrapolate our considerations to predict what ion energies one
may expect when applying short pulse PetaWatt systems to this interaction regime.
2. Experimental Set up
The experiment was carried out on the ASTRA GEMINI Ti:Sapphire laser system at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, STFC, UK. The laser delivered up to ∼6J energy on
target in pulses of 40fs duration at full width half maximum (FWHM), with a central
wavelength of 800nm, after being reflected off a DPM to temporally clean the pulse,
producing a relative intensity contrast of 10−6 at 1ps before the pulse. The laser beam,
re-collimated after the plasma mirrors, was focused onto the targets at normal incidence
by an f/2 off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP), delivering peak intensities on target ∼6×1020
W/cm2 . The laser polarization was varied by employing a zero order quarter wave plate
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(WP), placed between the second plasma mirror and the focusing parabola. A schematic
of the set-up can be seen in figure 1 of [12].
Amorphous carbon targets with thickness (L), in the range 10 - 100nm were
irradiated. The energy spectra of the ions generated from the interaction were resolved
by the use of a Thomson Parabola Spectrometer (TPS) along the laser axis (also target
normal axis) with an acceptance angle of 1.1µSr. The TPS employed BAS-TR image
plate (IP) and calibrated to provide the absolute particle number [20, 21]. The TPS
samples a small portion of the beam in order to accurately resolve each species and their
energy spectra. To complement these measurements, energy-resolved spatial profiles of
the ion beam were recorded by using stacks of radiochromic (RCF) and CR-39 detectors
on dedicated shots. Two types of RCF were used in the stack, HD-V2 and EBT2, as their
different sensitivity allowed us to diagnose the proton beam over the large variations in
particle density present across the spectrum [22].
3. Experimental Results and comparison with simulations
Experimental results provided evidence of a transition to LS acceleration when moving
to the thinnest targets (10nm) and employing CP. Figure 1 shows the maximum energies
for C6+ and protons obtained in the experiment, as a function of target thickness and
polarization. It can be seen that CP results in higher energies for C6+ for targets thinner
than 50nm up to a maximum of 25MeV/u for 10nm foils, a 6-fold increase in energy
compared to that obtained for 100nm (4MeV/u), with only a slight increase observed
at 25nm. Protons show a similar trend with higher energies for CP for the thinnest
targets, reaching a maximum of 33MeV at 10nm. The average value for at least 3 shots
is plotted with error bars representing the shot to shot variation; additional information
on the proton cut-off was retrieved for 10nm targets from dedicated shots on RCF.
An increase in both proton and C6+ energies with decreasing thickness would be
expected, in a Light Sail scenario, owing to the reduced target areal density in equation
1. For LP, a similar, more modest, increase is seen for both ion species at 10-25 nm,
with the energy per nucleon remaining much higher for protons across the whole range
of thicknesses. This suggests that the increased electron heating and enhanced sheath
field acceleration in a RIT regime as the dominant factors at work [18]. This trend is
consistent with other work for similar target thicknesses and exploring the transition
from TNSA to transparency [23].
The ion spectra also indicate bulk acceleration consistent with an RPA regime; for
CP the C6+ (figure 2a) shows the presence of spectral peaks for thick targets which move
to higher energies for the thinner targets albeit with a larger energy spread. This spectral
enhancement, compared to LP, can be attributed to the reduced electron heating
allowing a sustained bulk acceleration via RPA as initially discussed experimentally
in [11].
The interplay of different acceleration mechanisms can also be inferred from
the proton beam profiles obtained from RCF stacks and their comparison with 3D
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Figure 1. Average maximum ion energy measured from the TPS. A target thickness
scan showing maximum ion energies for (a)C6+ and (b)protons for LP and CP is
displayed. Error bars represent the shot to shot variation over 3 shots, with the
exception of the 10 nm thickness where 4 shots are considered for LP and 6 for
CP(including 3 from RCF data for protons).

simulations (figure 3). 3D simulations were performed using the ALaDyn code [24, 25]
for the 10nm foil for CP and LP with further 2D simulations performed in EPOCH [26]
to explore different target thicknesses (the reduced dimensionality was used due to
the large computational requirements for running 3D simulations). The 3D simulation
grid was initialised as 6144×2048×2048 (x (laser direction), y, z),with a grid resolution
of ∆x=8.3nm, ∆y = ∆z = 4∆x which is stretched towards the edges to reduce the
computational cost with a moving window in the x direction. To further optimise
the computational load, the 10nm target was initialised as being thicker (but with
lower density) as a neutralised 35nm C6+ foil with a peak density of 100nc ; this has
an equivalent areal density to a 10nm carbon foil of 350nc . This configuration helps
to balance the computational workload across the available processors. The rear side
contains a 12.5nm hydrogen layer with 10nc density, representative of the contaminant
layer; this configuration was chosen for the 3D simulations to reduce the computational
cost of additional particles required for front surface protons since 2D simulations show
that the multi-species dynamics are similar whereby front protons quickly ‘overtake’ the
carbon and co-move with the rear surface protons.
Follow-up 2D simulations were performed on a fixed grid of 8000x3000 (∆x = ∆y =
5nm) and 200 particles per cell per species. The target was equally initialised as in the
3D case. The laser had a peak intensity of 5.5x1020 W/cm2 , 3µm FWHM Gaussian focal
spot and 40fs FWHM Gaussian pulse duration, representative of the Gemini irradiation
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Figure 2. Energy spectra for CP (left) and LP (right) for C6+ (top) and H+ (bottom).
Solid grey line represents the typical noise. For shots with higher noise, e.g. 10nm H+ ,
an additional dotted grey line is added as a better representation.
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Figure 3. CP (a-d) and LP (e-h) proton beam profiles at 10MeV (left) and 20MeV
(right) obtained experimentally from RCF (a,c,e,g) and through 3D PIC simulations
(b,d,f,h). Note the ellipse in (g), with the major axis (in z-direction) aligned to the
laser polarization direction. All images represent the same solid angle of the beam
profile (marked in h).

conditions. The 2D and 3D simulations produce ion energies within 20% of each other,
and present the same trend of ion energy as a function of laser polarization [12].
The proton beam profile in the simulations can be directly compared to the
experimental RCF data by selecting particles with the same energy and plotting their Y
and Z positions; this projection will then be representative of the flux distribution on an
RCF layer. The RCF layers measuring proton energies of 10 and 20MeV for circularly
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polarized pulses are displayed (figures 3a and 3c respectively), alongside the equivalent
result from simulations (figures 3b and 3d). The equivalent RCFs for LP (figures 3e and
3g) are also shown alongside the corresponding numerical result (figures 3f and 3h).
At low energies (<10MeV), a ring like structure is observed in the beam for CP
whereas for higher energies, which result from the RPA phase, the profile is quite
different displaying a bubble structure, similar to patterns attributed, in previous
numerical and simulation work [16,17,27], to be the effect of Rayleigh Taylor Instabilities
as the radiation pressure acts on the critical density surface, and shown experimentally
in [17, 28]. The signal on the 10MeV layer for CP is assumed to be from protons since,
although high energy carbon (>20MeV/u) will also penetrate to this depth in the RCF
stack, simulations indicate that the C6+ ions produce a more directional beam along the
laser axis thus not contributing to this ‘ring’ profile.
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Figure 4. Energy of C + with time for a modelled Gaussian laser fluence for the RPALS regime from equation 3 (solid black) representative of the Gemini pulse (dotted
black, right axis) along with the maximum energy (left axis) from 3D simulations for
CP (red dashed) and LP (blue dotted).

Figure 4 displays the maximum C6+ ion energy versus time in the 3D simulations
plotted together with the analytical prediction of ion energies in the LS regime for a
Gaussian laser pulse [29]:
β=

vLS
[(1 + (t)]2 − 1
=
c
[(1 + (t)]2 + 1

(2)

where
(t) =

2F (t)
ρLc2

(3)

with F(t) the fluence at time t, and ρL (density times thickness) the areal density. In
both simulations and analytical calculations, we assume ρ = 362.5nc , and L=10nm.
The ion energy per nucleon is calculated analytically as Eion = mp c2 (γ − 1) where
γ = (1 − β 2 )−0.5 and mp is the mass of the proton. The comparison supports the
interpretation that the target bulk is initially accelerated by RPA in the LS regime
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until the target rarefies after the peak of the pulse, causing a de-coupling of the critical
surface from the compressed LS electron layer. For LP, deviation from the analytical
prediction take place much sooner due to the earlier onset of transparency.
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Figure 5. Angle-integrated electron spectra for two different target thickness (10 and
25nm) for CP (solid line) and LP (dashed line) from 2D simulations at t = t0 + 35f s
where t0 is the peak of the pulse hitting the target.

To elaborate further on the dependence of the proton’s spatial and spectral structure
from target thickness and polarization, the angular and spectral structure for three
likely scenarios have been compared in 2D PIC simulations: ‘thick’ targets and TNSA,
RPA for thin targets remaining opaque during the irradiation and acceleration in thin
targets undergoing RIT. For 10nm targets, a very significant difference in the electron
temperature between LP and CP is observed at the end of the pulse (5MeV and 1.2MeV
respectively, estimated by fitting the profiles shown in figure 5); as discussed in the
previous section, electrons are strongly heated by the LP pulse due to J×B heating,
resulting in the target undergoing RIT which further heats the electrons. This effect
is delayed in the CP case, with the electron temperature remaining low as long as the
target stays opaque.
The effect of the laser polarization and target thickness on the proton beam profile
can be also assessed from figure 6(a), where the beam profiles for H+ are compared for
CP and LP. For CP, a ‘hole’ in the centre of the beam persists in the spectrum at low
and intermediate energies. Extrapolating this 2D information to a 3D geometry and
assuming azimuthal symmetry, will result in a ring structure as seen in figure 3 for the
CP case. The beam is heavily modulated and non-uniform at all energies in contrast to
the LP case which produces a relatively smooth beam at all energies. This is likely due
to the more uniform electron heating associated with direct laser acceleration and the
absence of the instabilities associated with RPA.
Looking at the thicker targets (25nm) in figure 6(a), apart from the differences in
the maximum energy for the different polarizations, there are some noticeable variations
in the angular distributions of the particles. For CP, there is no longer a ‘hole’ in the
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Figure 6. 2D ion angular distributions for (a) protons and (b) C6+

centre of the proton beam, as this target will not go transparent at all during the
interaction nor do ions gain significant energy from RPA due to the above-optimal areal
density. For LP, although the energy spectrum of the proton beam looks similar, the
maximum proton energy is lower than for the 10nm case. LP again results in a higher
electron temperature as one would expect (1.8MeV compared to 0.1MeV respectively,
according to figure 5). This, along with the reduced electron heating suggests that these
particles are accelerated by a more uniform sheath field associated with TNSA. LP plots
in figure 8 for 25nm show a smoother Ex field than for 10nm; however, it is also seen
that the 10nm target shows strong laser transmission providing an additional boost to
proton energies compared to the opaque 25nm target.
Comparing the CP case between figures 7 and 8, it is seen that the 10nm case
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Figure 7. 2D PIC snapshots at t = t0 + 100f s. of electron density ne (top), Ex
(middle) and laser intensity (bottom) for CP (left) and LP (right) for a 10nm target.

has resulted in a much more significant acceleration via RPA-LS, due to its lower areal
density. The strong deformation from the 10nm target also comes with the side effect
of off-axis acceleration of protons due to the oblique interaction of the laser with some
of the deformed target, as shown in figure 9.
The electron density is plotted in figure 9 normalized to the critical density along
with the laser intensity; this shows that at the peak of the pulse, the electron layer
remains overdense with no transmission. As the target deforms due to RPA, the
rotating laser electric field vector will cyclically accelerate electrons off the laser axis
in the direction of the local target normal. The spacing between the electron bunches
corresponds to a laser period and alternates between the positive and negative y axis by
half a period; by assuming azimuthal symmetry, we can infer that this produces a ring
of electron bunches for circular polarisation. Hence the electrons get cyclically heated
and protons are accelerated off axis by an electrostatic field as in TNSA. This results
in the proton beam divergence in figure 9, where a ‘hole’ in the centre of the beam is
also observed. Since the target has not gone transparent such as in [27], the situation is
more similar to work presented in [30] although with different experimental parameters.
4. Discussion
Moving on to the next generation of lasers where RPA processes are predicted to generate
energies of clinical interest [5, 8], it is useful to estimate how the processes discussed so
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Figure 8. 2D PIC snapshots at t = t0 + 100f s. of electron density ne (top), Ex
(middle) and laser intensity (bottom) for CP (left) and LP (right) for a 25nm target.

Figure 9. Electron density at the peak of the pulse (t0 ), for CP, showing the cyclic
electron heating off axis; the electron bunches are separated by one laser period
indicating they are directly accelerated by the laser’s electric field (E 2 = Ey2 + Ez2 for
CP). The overdense layer is deformed by radiation pressure. The overdense electron
density (blue) is shown along with the underdense (greyscale) plasma along with the
intensity (left colour-scale)

far will scale to higher intensities regimes so that appropriate plans can be made for
experiments. The simulations presented earlier were repeated in EPOCH at higher
intensities and at higher resolution to determine the scaling of the optimum thickness
for LS-RPA, as well as of the maximum energy, versus intensity.
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Figure 10. Optimum thickness (`) and maximum carbon energy scaling with intensity.
The optimum thickness scaling is overplotted with the best fit, ` ∝ I 0.56 and the
maximum energy with a linear scaling. The pulse is 40fs and 3µm Gaussian FWHM.

It has been discussed by Macchi et al [31] that the predicted I 2 scaling implied
by equation (1) is only valid, for a fixed target thickness, as long as the target remains
overdense. In reality, increasing the intensity will result in the target turning transparent
during the interaction, which terminates LS acceleration. In order to avoid transparency,
one has to therefore increase the target thickness. Hence the optimum thickness changes
with intensity which will also affect the maximum ion energy through the increase of
the areal density. This has the effect of reducing the very fast I 2 scaling to a linear
dependence as seen in figure 10. Here we focus on the acceleration of C6+ since this is
accelerated from the target bulk while proton maximum ion energies are more likely to
be affected, as discussed previously, by sheath acceleration mechanisms.
The scaling for the optimum thickness (`) follows the same trend as the theoretical
prediction given by:
a0 λnc
`=
(4)
πne
where a0 ∝ I 1/2 , and the rest of the terms have the usual meaning. The shift in
optimal thickness between analytical estimate and numerical simulations is likely due
to an earlier onset of transparency in 2D rather than predicted by a 1D theoretical
approach.
These considerations suggest that, by scaling the laser energy up to achieve 1PW of
laser power (while keeping the pulse duration and focal spot size constant, at the values
of our GEMINI experiment) we can expect to generate energies exceeding 66MeV/u
(0.8GeV) for carbon ions. In principle this scaling could be extended further, e.g. until
radiation reaction effects start being important.
Additional simulations (not shown here) indicate that increasing the laser intensity
by focusing the laser pulse more tightly, e.g. by employing f/1 rather than f/2 optics
leads to a much slower scaling and less effective acceleration, in broad agreement with
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the observations of [32].
5. Conclusion
We have presented experimental data on ion acceleration from ultra-thin foils irradiated
by the intense GEMINI laser pulse, which indicates a transition to LS acceleration with
presently available laser intensities facilitated by the use of high contrast, circularly
polarized pulses. Simulations confirm the advantage of reduced electron heating when
utilizing circular polarization, which helps in maintaining target opacity during the laser
irradiation, a necessary condition for the efficient application of the radiation pressure.
In addition to reproducing the experimental trends for ion energies versus target
thickness and laser polarization, the simulations were also in qualitative agreement with
the experiment in terms of proton beam profiles, and help clarifying the multispecies
dynamics during the acceleration. By extrapolating the numerical simulations to higher
intensities, on the basis of our experimental results, one predicts energies up to 70MeV/u
with 1PW and a linear scaling of Carbon energies with intensities, in the intensity range
that will be possible to explore in the very near future.
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